
Heads or Tails

Heads or Tails
Human whales
of a lie that sales



Finger on the trigger
no more lying mine is bigger

no more jails
no more tricks

sick sick six
take a risk

mighty seven
could reach out
for XL Even (11)

twist and shout
let Me Out
Roll the dice
virtue or vice

truth or lies
money buys

Finger on the trigger
crystal on my ticker

shooting pies in the skies
showing God in disguise
shouting peace

come in please
Heads or tails

fabulous fairytales
Holy Grails

Wheels on the rails
keep on turning
keep on burning

Go by the flow
row the Rotten Row

take the pain
won’t be in vain

Slow train to Spain
go down memorylane

keep on turning
All add in sane



Zain Zain Zain
Ouvrez le chien

Open the dog
so we can walk

For God we stalk
Heads or tails

O feel ya fails
U top Ya mails

twee twee twitter
that twinset didn’t fit her

so she threw it
in the litter

by the day she’s growing
bitter that the dog

never bit her
Bide your Time
for the Love s.o.s.ublime

but that thought
never hit her

Heads or Tails
Tails wag back
Heads shake human lack

tales tell U man wreck
Stripped Bare-to the Bone

Rings God on the phone
Finger on the trigger

Hell low U alone
Hello U all One

New Times have begun
And We All have just won

While a New Time rises
Where we all won first prices

The observer realizes
the true meaning of a crisis

sick sicker six



escape from the matrix
the blue pill or the red?

take the line 6 helix
take the yellow one instead

then U eat the cake while I take the bread
Finger on the trigger

U shoot with air, but I shoot with lead
It’s not fair that U got bigger

while my shot lead to my death
But it seems it’s a bad dream

that U ate the cake while I am awake
Throw the dice, very nice,

heads or tails, a pair o’dice
heads or tails, a pair o’dice

heads or tails, a pair o’dice




